
On To Paris!
Errata and Clarifications (Through 19 JAN 2017)

Errata and Clarifications:
1) [PAC] The player aid incorrectly lists the cost for removing Demoralization as '1 per SP'. The rulebook is correct –

it should just be 1 IP, regardless of the number of units the player activates to remove Demoralization from.

2) [PAC] The French Force Pool - Time Fuse Penalty should state: “... in clear terrain without a friendly (Fort)ress”.

3) [PAC] On the Battle Impact Table results, for a die roll of eleven (on both tables), change the text to read: “... or 
remove one Demoralization”. On the die roll of twelve (on both tables), change the first clause to: “... remove one
Demoralization; or ...”.  [i.e. rolling an 11+ should only allow the player the option to remove one level of 
Demoralization, not all the levels].

4) [6.5.1] A ZOI extends across a major river at any hexside crossed by a railroad or a friendly Pontoon Bridge, 
provided both hexes adjacent that hexside are empty of enemy units or otherwise restrictive terrain (i.e. non-
adjacent forest hex/hexside or a non-besieged enemy Fort(ress), which would prohibit a ZOI).

5) [6.5.1] Add the following Optional Rule:

ZOI only across Pontoon Bridges: A ZOI can only extend across a major river if the hexside in question contains 
a friendly Pontoon Bridge and both sides of the Pontoon Bridge are empty of enemy units or otherwise restrictive 
terrain (i.e. forest hexes/hexsides or a non-besieged enemy Fort(ress) could still result in no ZOI).

6) [8.1.1 ~ Clarification] A RL marker cannot be placed in the off-map box as it must be placed on a military point 
which is “any hex” … off map boxes are not hexes.  However, it could be placed on an Army in the off-map box 
(or the Army could rail to the off-map box with the RL marker).

7) [8.1.1] An RL marker on an Army in an off-map box is considered to only have the units in the off-map box “in 
range”.  I.e. range does not extend onto the map for any reason...however, all units in the off-map box are 
considered in range of the RL marker.

8) [8.9 – Activating a Besieged Force ~ Clarification] After “Combined Activations”, insert “(but see 8.10, below)”.

9) [8.10] The sentence/paragraph stating “A besieged Force may not use Combined Activation” should actually recite:

“A besieged Force may not use Combined Activation with units outside of its hex – all units in the same hex may 
always use Combined Activation if otherwise allowed.”

10) [9.5.2] Add at end of first paragraph: “Exception: A supply depot may be built in a hex containing a besieged 
enemy Fort(ress) if that hex is in Movement Supply.”

11) [10.2] Should have a paragraph stating: 

Units currently besieged (16.2) may not move (i.e. be activated for movement) with units that are not in the same 
besieged hex and, if activated, may only move into their own hex to initiate combat with the besieging Force. This 
movement is considered movement into clear terrain for Reaction purposes (12.4.1). Congestion (10.2.3) applies 
and Minimum Move (10.2.7) is allowed.

12) [12.0 ~ Clarification] Units can only attempt ONE reaction roll per sub-phase of movement, regardless of the 
number of enemy units that might trigger the potential for reaction.  This is spelled out in the first sentence of 12.3,
but should have also been clearer in 12.0.

13) [12.3] Insert in the Important text the following sentence:

However, do not resolve any combats due to Reaction until after all units attempting Reaction have completed their
Reaction attempts (and any Reaction movement) (12.4.4; 13.1).



14) [12.4.1 ~ Clarification] The target hex does not change; however, but this could result in gain or loss of the 
modifiers to SPs in the target hex or Cavalry Reconnaissance, for example.

15) [12.4.4] Replace the last paragraph of this section with the following:

Combats initiated due to Reaction movement are not resolved until after all Reaction attempts are rolled for and all
Reaction movement is completed (13.1).

16) [13.1 ~ Clarification] The fourth paragraph should read:

If multiple combats occur during the same movement or Reaction due to Coordinated Movement (10.2.2), the 
order of resolution is decided per 12.4.4.

17) [13.13.4 ~ Remove all Demoralization section]: Replace this entire section with the following:

Remove One Demoralization – All of that player’s units involved in the combat will be able to  remove one 
Demoralization, which may be a Demoralization that they had prior to engaging in the combat or a Demoralization that will 
occur in Step 9 of combat resolution (e.g. Demoralization due to Artillery fire or due to combat without being in Combat 
Supply). This removal occurs after determining the Victor of the Combat (13.15.1), but prior to resolving multiple levels of 
Demoralization (13.14.3).

18) [15.1.1] The last sentence should read: “... without a friendly Fort(ress)”.

19) [PB: 19.2] For Scenarios 5 – 8, the Empire is considered to have fallen on turn 4.

20) [PB: 22.1; 23.1; 24.1; 25.1; 26.1; 27.1] For Scenarios 3 – 8, in intro it should say begin in the Resource Phase, not 
the Reinforcement Phase.  Reinforcements have already been entered into their respective locations. 

21) [PB: 23.4.1; 24.4.1; 25.4.1] Scenarios 4 – 6, the Prussian VI Cavalry Division should begin the game unattached to
any Army (i.e. remove its attachment to the 4th Army).

22) [PB: 23.4.7] For Scenario 4, the Prussian Army of the North should begin as Available.

23) [PB: 25.6] In scenario 6, the Prussian rail head listed as setting up in hex 2322 should be hex 2223.

24) [PB: 26.4.1] In scenario 7, the hex number for the Prussian 2nd Army is correct (2322)...ignore the 'Chaumont' text.

25) [PB: 26.7.5] The French Leader Jaures should be available in scenario 7.


